About You & Loyd-Paxton
You are invited to explore how the exquisite furnishings in the galleries of Loyd•Paxton
will express your superior personal style and sophistication. As an internationally
recognized interior designer, Loyd•Paxton can bring to you the fusion of unparalleled
interior design and an extraordinary offering of furnishings that create environments in
your home to complement your individual lifestyle.

Introduction
Loyd•Paxton was founded in 1960 to advance the professional creative collaborations of
two Artists, Loyd Taylor and Paxton Gremillion. Inspired by their multifaceted talents
and life-long dedications to Art in all its varied manifestations, Loyd•Paxton has attained
professional prestige and international renown as Antiques and Arts Dealers and as
Designers of Architecture and Interior Decoration – a duality of recognized distinctions
seldom co-existent within a single enterprise.

Extraordinary Furnishings
As an Arts Dealership engaged in the commerce of Fine Antique Furniture and Works of
Art, Loyd•Paxton is infused with an intensely personal and unique sense of style. While
the majority of dealers constrain their interest, and thus their inventories, within certain
parameters (i.e. like-kind, age, country of origin, etc.), Loyd•Paxton is inspired by an
impassioned interest which transcends all boundaries of time, place, and materials.
Also unique to Loyd•Paxton is the outstanding condition of our offerings. Loyd•Paxton
employs the prodigious talents and services of an elite assemblage of Specialist Artisans
and Master Craftsmen. The availability of incomparable inventories in pristine condition
insures the instant gratification desired by our patrons.
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Broker Services
Loyd•Paxton provides consultation, recommendation, and location of Fine Antique
Furniture and Artwork obtainable from other reputable sellers, ensuring our patrons
access to national and international resources. Acting in our capacities as intermediary
brokers negotiating transactions directly concluded between our clients and the seller,
Loyd•Paxton profits only by charging our clients a commission amounting to a
percentage of the actual purchase costs.

Extraordinary Environments
As Designers of Architecture and Interior Decoration, Loyd•Paxton is accustomed to
creating brilliantly imaginative environments of distinctive originality. Integrity of
design, elimination of the superfluous, and attention to detail are synonymous with
Loyd•Paxton’s professional commitments to every commission.
Having mastered the complex abstractions vital to the establishment of a definitive
“timelessness” through coherent cohesive amalgamations of past, present, and future,
Loyd•Paxton achieves singular works of art which possess a “life-of-their-own” devoid
of derivative clichés or transitory trends.
Gifted with remarkable innate talents bolstered by expertise garnered through lifetimes of
concentrated study, exposure, and experience, Loyd•Paxton creates magical, memorable
environments ultimately reflective of their patron’s uniquely individual persona and
obviously demonstrative of his or her own pursuits-of-excellence.
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